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Ka-lland Propagation Research Using ACTS
I;. I)avarian
Abstract

The congestion of the radio spectrum below about 18 GHz is causing a rush of
interest in the 20/30 -GH7, band. Duc to the shol (cr wave length of these
frcquencics, the atmosphere, cspccial]y rain, greatly influences the transmission of
signals bet wccn Earth/space stations. The slant path effects in the Ka region of
the raclio spectrum are addressed and an experimental canq)aign for collection
propagation clata is dcscribcd. This campaign uscs the Aclvallccd
Co~~~~]lLl~~icatio~ls Technology Satellite (ACTS) and consists of several
mcasurcmcnt sites.
A brief description of the spacecraft payload and the propagation terminals is
given. The experiment sites arc discussed. “rhc cxpcctcd OL1[]X1[S of the ACTS
campaign arc prcscntcd. Measured results and analyzed data arc rcpor[ecl.
lntrodudion

There arc strong indications that the 20/30 -GHz’ frequency band will soon bc
fully cxp]oitcd for liarth/space applications. ]ntc] cst in the commercial sector is
rapi(i]y rising. Two of the proposed big low-Earlll-orbit (1.10) systems, iridium
and odyssey, will LISC 20/30-GHz feeder links. Moreover both Spaceway and
Tclcdcsic communication satellite systems will usc Ka-hancl frcqucncics as their
primary links. This region of the radio spectrum is also popular in the
noncommercial sector. The next generation of tlacking and data relay satellites
(TDRS) will LISC this band on an cxpcrinmntal basis; NASA is strongly considering
the LISC of frcqucncics slightly above 30 GHz for its deep space missions; and the
lJ.S. military is already using 20- ancl 40-(iHz links in its Milstar systcm.
The 20/30 -GH7, radio-frequency region offers thl cc advanta~,cs for satellite
communications over the lower frequencies of C and KL1 barlds. These benefits
can bc summarized as spectrum availability, reduced interfcrcncc potential, and
rcduccd equipment size. However, these benefits of the Ka band are not without
a cost. The 20/30-CJH 7, band is more susce.pti blc to troposphcri c impairment than
the lower frcqucncics. Mitigating these tropospl Icric-induced IOSSCS, which can
bc accomplished at lower frcclucncies by providing a modest link margin, requires
a more elaborate approach at the Ka-band.
To combat the effect of the Earth’s atmosphere on 20LW-GHZ frequencies, a
good understanding of the phenomenon is rcc]ui] cd. It is important that the
‘ in this paper, 20/30 G}lz and Ka-band arc USC(I inkxchange.ably (o inclicatc tlic II cqucncy band from abou[
1810 about 32 G117..
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propagation limitations of this band arc rccogni~ed and that thcY are accounted
for in system planning and design. I ~or example, the link avail ab~]it y requirement
for the Ka band should either be relaxed, or a technique other than the mere usc
of a link power margin should be employed. ‘1’o increase our understanding of
Ka-band propagation effects, two cxpcriJncntal campaigns were implemented ~
during the last decade. The first of these efforts was the Olympus propagation
cxpcri~Jlcnt that took place mainly in Europe fron) 1988-1992. This cxpcrimcnt
Llscd the Ku- and Ka-band signals of the Olynlpus spacecraft for field
measurements [ 1]. The 01 ympL]s experiment reccntl y conclL~d cd and its results
were published [2]. The seconc] effort is called tllc Advanced Communication
Technology Satellite (ACTS) propagation campaign that LISCS 20- ant] 27.5-GHz
signals transmitted from the ACTS satellite. This paper will discuss the ACTS
propagation campaign which began in 1993Z.
Ol)jcctiws of the ACTS I’ropagation Campaign

The objectives of this campaign arc stated as follows:
. To provide a goocl understanding of Ka-band propagation issues
. To develop moclels for the prediction of propagation -rclat cd aJ~oJnalics
. To develop tools for the mitigation of these anomalies
These objcctivc~ will be achieved by making lon~,-term mcasuJcmcnts at ~Jmltiplc
sites and analyzing the collected data. Clearly, a timely and full dissemiJ~ation of
the results to the users of propagation data, i.e., the satellite coJnmunications
community, is a prerequisite for the successful am~ompli shmcnt of the above
objectives.
Ka-lland Propagation issues

For the sake of completeness, the primary Ka-balld propagation effects arc listed
below:
Rain A ttmuotion. SigJ~al attenuation due to rain is the most severe
propagation effect at Ka-band. This kind of loss can CXC.CCC1 20 d13 for small
percentages of time.
Gaseous A lmorption. A loss close to 1 dH can be associated with oxygen
aJld water vapor absorption.
Cloud Attenuation. Clouds along the propagation path caJl attenuate Kaband frcclucncies. Typical values arc in the order of 1 d13 or more.
Scintillation. This term refers to rapid fluctuatioJls of sigJial aJ1ll)]itUdC (aJld
phase). It is caused by time-varying changes in the refractive index of the
atJnosphcrc. 1 t caJ~ also be causecl by rain storms.
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Depolarization. A transfer of energy from one polari~ation state into its
orthogonal state can be caused by the atmosphere, rn:ii nly clouds and rain.
The atmosphere has an equivalent black bocly
Atmospheric Noise.
tcmpcraturc. At Ka-band frequencies, this temperature
varies from about
te~lpcrat
ure.
10 K to close to the ambient
Wet Ammno and Snow on zhe An~e}/na. Condensation and snow on the
antenna cause signal losses. These losses can be as large as a few d]].
I&liable statistics are neeclcd to predict the abovr. effects for slant-path
applications. Note that each effect is not only a function of frcc@~cy, bu~ also
of location, path elevation angle, and season (time). Since it is not possible to
Jnakc observations at every location, the region of interest can bc divided into
several raiJ] or atmospheric cl imatc zones. A climate zone is an area on the
ground that has a ccrlain statistical attribute. For example, the characteristic that
rain rates m-ceding a given fhrdold occur at a certain probabili~y would
constitute a rain cliJnatc zone.
Background

As a part of its space commercialization pJogranl, the National Aeronautics and
Space AdJninistration (NASA) has suppoJled slant-path propagation studies aJ~cl
cxpcrinlcJ]ts for more than two clccades. I ‘hc NASA Propagat i QJ1 Program
icicJ~tiflcs research topics that arc important to thr developJncnt of new space
applications. This program also funds the iJlvestigation of these topics by the
cxper[s. Since propagation research includes field measurenmJ~ts, the NASA
Propagation Program searches for satellites of opl~ortuJlity for data collection.
ACTS is a platforJn of opporlunit y for the propagation conlJnunit y because it
allows dual-frequency field measurements. The satellite is equipped with a pair of
beacon transJnitters at 20 and 27.5 GHz, proviclin~! aJnplc signal power for
reception in most parts of NoJ”th America. The 1993 lauJlch date of ACTS ideally
coiJlcidcd with a rise in iJ~terest in the Ka portion of the radio spcctruJn.
Considering that the majority of the proposed Ka- band systems will be launched
at the turn of the ceJ~tury, ACTS timing is convenient for collecting valuable
propagation data.
Recognizing ,its potential for propagation studies, the NASA Propagation
Program began plaJming to use ACTS in 1987. In 1989, NASA formally
announced its decision to support propagation measurements by sponsoriJ~g the
first ACTS Propagation Studies Workshop attended by representatives froJn
iJldustry, academia, and other users of propagation data. The goals of the ACTS
propagatioJ~ can~paigJl were defined in this workshop and a plaJ] was drafted by
the participants. In subsequent workshops, this plan was refined and the
rec]uireJncnts of the propagation terJninal and the data-collcctioJl soflware were
written. In parallel with these planning activities, NASA rc]casccl aJ~
Announcement of Opportunity for aJ~ experiment in Dcccmbcr 1991. This
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announcement resulted in the selection of seven cxpcrimcntcrs in North America
that would usc NASA-provided terminals for field measurements. A few months
before the cxpcrimcnter selection process began, NASA fundc.d Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State lJnivcrsity (VP1) to build seven ACTS propagation
terminals for delivery to the selected expcrimcntcrs. As mentioned earlier, the .
rcquircmcnts for these terminals had been established at AC’I’S l’ropagation
Studies Workshops. The propagation terminals were dclivcrcd about the same
time that ACTS was launched, September 1993. After terminal installation ancl
testing, the data-collection phase of the ACTS propagation campaign formally
began on Dcccmbcr 1, 1993.
‘1’hc Spacecraft Payload

The ACTS propagation payload consists of a pail of vertically polarized 20- and
27-GHz beacon subsystems, known as downlink and uplink beacons,
respectively. F.ach subsystem is backed up with a spare, with the 20-GH7 spare
horizontally polarized. The uplink bcaccm is a pure CW transmission, whereas the
downlink beacon is modulated by ranging tones and low bit-rate telemetry.
However, the design of the downlink beacon incorporates p~acc holder ~onm to
prevent a c}~angc in the power level of the carriel when ranging signals arc
turned on. l~igurc 1 shovy, the measured power sl)ectral clcnsity of the downlink
beacon. This figure shows that the downlink beacon consists of a carrier, a pair
of 32-kHz place holder tones, and a pair c)f 64-kl IZ telemetry subcarriers for low
bit-rate telemetry data.
Figures 2-a and 2-b show the radiation patterns of the vertically-polariz.cd
downlink and uplink beacons, respectively, as viewed on the ground, satellite
longitude 100° W. The horizontal and vertical axes give tl~c azimuth and
elevation of the view point on the ground with respect to the antenna axes. It
appears that the contiguous U.S. and most of Alaska, Canada, and norihcrn
Mexico arc covcrcd. The maximum effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP)
values of the 20- and 27.5 -GFIz beacons are appl oximatcly 12 and 19 dEIW,
respectively.
]’ropagation Terminals

The rcquircmcnts of the ACTS propagation terminal (APT) were dcvclopcd by
participants of the ACTS Propagation Workshops. The motivation in introducing
these rcquircmcnts were (a) to accomplish the goals of the campaign, and (b) to
keep the costs down. The design of the terminal is based on dual-frcclucncy
reception using digital signal-processing technology and dual-frequency
radiometry for the determination of the absolute atmosphcl-ic-induced signal loss
value. The APT was designed and manufactured by the Satellite Communications
Group at Virginia Polytechnic ]nstitutc and State University, IIlacksburg, VA.
The APT uses a small dual-frequency (20- and 27.5 -G} Ix) antenna and a front end
shared by the beacon and the total-power radiometer rcccivcls. The radio
frequency (RF) front-end enclosure is carefully temperature controlled to ensure
radiometer stability. A simplified block diagram of the Alyr is shown in Figure 3.
Salient features of the terminal areas follows:
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1.2-m common antenna for both 20- and 27. S-GHZ beacons
Ort}lo-mode transducer (OMT) to separate the 20- and 27-G] IZ signals
Preamplifiers followed by single c]ownconvc] sion to 70-MI IZ intcrmcdiatc
frequency (IF)
l~igital beacon rcccivcrs to measure signal power
Total-power radiometers with sensitivity of 1 K
PC-based data-collection system

The output of the 70-MHz IF signal is split into two paths. in one path, the signal
is further downconvcrtcd to 455 kHz,. The 455-kHz signal drives the digital
receiver. ~’hc digital receiver performs a fast l%uricr transform (} ;I”rl’) of the signal
over a 2t10-kHz band during acquisition to locate the beacon signal. IJ] the
operational (tracking) mode, a narrow-band F1+T is used to drive a frequency tracking loop. A major advantage of the digital rcceivcl- is that it acquires the
signal in less than 3 seconds from any point within the 200-k Hz bandwidth ancl
reliably locks to the carrier component of the co]nplcx modulated beacon signal.
If the signal is lost in a deep fade, it will bc acquired as soon as the attenuation is
less than about 25 d13. The overall accur:icy of tile receivers is csiimatcd to be
better than 0.5 dll.
The second path of the 70-MH7. IF output signal feeds the radiometer. The
radiometer measures the noise power over a 50-hOH7, bandwidth. C.alibrati on is
performed automatically at frequent intervals by switching a low-loss coaxial
switch ahead of the mixer to the RF noise diode in series with an attenuator.
The PC-based data acquisition and control systcn 1 (DA(3) consists of three major
components: data acquisition and control hardware, a personal computer, and
soft ware programs for data collection and data editing. The data acquisition and
control hardware is located in the IF chassis and collects data from beacon
reccivcrs, rac]iomctcrs, environmental instruments, and systcm temperature
sensors. This subsystem also controls the calibration of the radiometer channels.
The PC hardware receives all data transmitted froln IIACS, lo~s the data to disk,
and displays the collected data for user viewing. ‘~hc PC is p]acccl indoors, while
the rest of the DACS is located outdoors in the l}; chassis. Table 1 shows the
signals collected by DACS and their corresponding data rates. The APT power
budget is given in Table 2.
Table 1. Signals Collected by DACS
l)ata

Time Stamp
27-GHz, Beacon (1 H7,)
20-GH7, Beacon (1 Hz)
27-GHz Radiometer (1 H7,)
27-GHz Radiometer ( 1 Hz)
Environmcnta] Sensors and
Status
TOTA1>

Rate
——

—— .
Comment
——.
-

4 Bytes/s
—— . . .
——
2 Bytes/s
—— —...
——
2 Bytes/s
——
—— .-. —
2 B ,[es/s
—_..
——
2 B?tcs/s
J,
—— .-.
Rain, tcm])craturc, wind,
4 Bytes/s
pressure
—...
—— and barometric
1.32 —.
h413ytcs
16 El&s/s
. . per da y
E
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Tat-de 2. ACTS Propagation Terminal Power Budget Computed for Illacksburg,
Virginia (Nort}~ Latitude 37.23 dcg, Wc.st Longitude 80.44 dcg)
—.
—— .
Frequency
GH7
20,185
27.505
——
IIIRP t o w a r d Blacksburg dBW ——.20.70
16.50
Modulation ]oss
3.20
C1 B
0.00
—.. —-—
IiIRPat Blacksburg
17.50
dBW
16.50
Path ]oss
210.07
212.76
—. ,CIH
——
OJ)5
dB
Clear sky attenuation
0.70
—-. —-—
—— .
Antcnnacfficicncy
%
0.65
0.65
—.—
dH
Antcnnagain(l.22m)
46.36
49.05
Antenna temperature
K—
100.00
100.00
——.
Pointing loss
d 1~
0.1
0.1
d~;~
Power available from antenna
-147.26
-148.01
— . .
K—
1645.32
Systcmn
oisctempcrature
1677.49
—— .-- .——
GfldWK
14.19
16.80
.——
— . .
49.]g
C/NO
dB
48.34
——.36.17
35.33
dB
C/N in a 20-Hz bandwidth
Table 2 indicates that receiver fade margin, is close to 30 d]] for both frequencies
at Blacksburg, VA.
Figure 4 shows the ACTS Propagation Terminal. The RF portion is behind the
antenna feed; the IF portion is in the box placed (m the ground. ‘1’hc indoor
portion, i.e, the personal computer, is not shown, Although other terminals arc
also used in this campaign, the seven API’s constitute the backbone of the ACTS
propagation campaign.
Calibration and I’reprocessing

The propagation terminals generate daily output files containing one-second
averages of the beacon received power levels, radiometer voltages and oncminutc averages of surface meteorological observations co] Icctcd by the
environmental sensors. A preprocessing program converts the recorded
radiometer data into one-second-average attenuation estimates, combines these
estimates with the beacon power level measurmncnts to provide estimates of the
unattcnuatcd satellite beacon power levels radiated toward the prc)pagation
terminal, predicts the unattcnuated beacon refercl~ce power levels for attenuation
determination, and outputs both the radiometer and beacon attenuation estimates
for further processing.
The preprocessing program also performs the periodic radiometer channel
calibrations to maintain precise radiometer power level estimates based on the
radiometer voltage measurements. The program a]so uses the surface
meteorological observations to generate medium Icmpcrature estimates for the
6
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conversion of radiometer power measurements into attenuation estimates and to
gcncratc sky brightness temperature estimates for the calibration of the
radiometer channels during periods with neither rain nor clouds.
The radiometer system is calibrated by adjusting the effective antenna efficiency
values to make the changes in estimated attenuation from the radiometers match
the observed changes in beacon attenuation for attenuation vhlucs between 3
and 6 d~ and by correcting for the sidelobe contributions to the radiometer
power measurements to make the radiometer estimates of sky brightness
temperatures match the expected values calculated for cloud free conditions as
estimated from the surface meteorological observations. “1’hc resu]ting uncertainty
in the radiometer estimates of total attenuation for periods wilh neither rair~ nor
clouds is ICSS than 0.3 ciB.
The beacon derived attenuation estimates depend upon an adequate estimate of
the beacon reference power level that adjusts for the diurnal and shorter term
variations of power radiated by the satellite and I cmovcs the power level changes
al 20 GHz generated by changes in beacon modulation. TIN preprocessing
program automatically y removes the modulation changes. The rcfercncc level
estimates arc based on a fourth order harmonic curve fit to the reference level for
the prior day with a one-hour ahead prediction of the differences between the
smoothed curve fit and weighted observations from a four-hour period prior to
making the predictions, The prediction of a least squares correction for
diffcrcnccs bctwccn the smoothed estimate of the diurnal variation ancl the
observed reference level is required to provide al) adequate c st imatc of the
rcfcrcncc level during periods with severe attenuation. Obscrvations using the
prediction and correction scheme show worst case attenuation estimation errors
of less than 0.5 dIl during periods of rapid change when the earth eclipses the
sun at the satellite.
Statistically, for a month of observations, the differences between the radiometer
attenuation distribution estimates and the beacon attenuation distribution
estimates arc less than 0.1 d13 for attenuation lCVCIS less than 5 cI13. This
calibration scheme amounts to a least squares fitting of the bcaccm attenuation
estimates to the radiometer attenuation estimates over a sliding intervals of about
four hours. The rcsu]t is an estimate of the total attenuation duc to all causes: rain,
clouds, scintillation, wet antenna, or wet snow on t}]e antenna.
llxpcriment Sites and the ACTS l)ata Center

In addition to the technical merit of their proposals, geographical diversity was
also a criterion in the selection of the ACTS propagation expcrimcntcrs. The
selected sites generally represent different climate regions of North America. The
Radiocommunication Sector of the international ‘1 ‘clccol-ll~~l~l)~icatio~l Union (ITLJR) divides the North American continent into a number of rain climate zones.
Figure 5 shows the location of the seven ACTS propagation sites superimposed
on the lTU-R climate zones, and includes a table that defines these climate zones.
Tab]c 3 lists these sites with their geographical attributes.
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The investigators of these sites are funded by NASA to collect and analyze data
for two years. Every month the collected raw and proccsscd data arc sent to the
ACTS Data Ccntcr at the University ofTcxas, Austin. ‘l’he collected data include
20- and 30-GHz beacon and radiometer measurcn~ents, rain rate measurements,
and other environmental data.
Table 3. ACTS Propagation Measurement Sites

Norman, O°K
Tampa, }<l.

N4

N

I
EE%EE3EE3EEl
‘Used in the diversit y experiment; the terminal is supplied by the cxpcrimcntcr.
The data center receives monthly data from the sc.ven si[cs and performs an
independent audit for data quality. The result of this data audit is shared with the
corresponding site, Another function of the data ccnte~ is data archiving.
Measurements received from all the sites are archived on Cl )-ROM disks for
distribution to the user community.
Expected Resu]ts and Outputs of the ACTS Propagatio]l Campaign

The expcctcd results of the ACTS propagation campaign arc summarized below:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

b

Ka-band propagation data
A revised map of rain climate regions for Nor[h America
Prediction models of rain and atmospheric at[cnuation and scintillation
Fade and nonfadc duration distributions
I ircqucncy scaling models
Diversity models
Multiple site analysis
Mitigation schemes for propagation anomalies
Contributions to regulatory organizations
Modeling of the effect of antenna dish moisture (water ancl snow) on the link

The ACTS multiyear (at least two years), multisitc campaign will procluce ample
propagation data. Presently, raw and processed data are. careful] y archived by the
ACTS Data Center for distribution to the user co] nmunit y. lJpon the completion
of the campaign, the propagation data bank will contain dual-channel beacon
and radiometer rncasurcmcnts, rain rate rncasurcmcnts, and meteorological
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measurements (ambient temperature, barometric ~mssure, humidity records, etc.)
for each site. The data bank will also include daily logs of each site.
Site rain-rate statistics are needed to predict rain attenuation on satellite links.
Often such information does not exist for the location of interest and a rain .
climate map is used to approximate site rain-rate statistics. The available rain
climate maps for North America arc crude and in need of revision. Examples arc
the ITIJ-R map, see Figure 5, and the global map [3]. AC31S multisitc rain rate
measurements will be used to improve existing rain climate maps, resulting in a
better prediction of rain attenuation statistics at sites that lack rain-rate data.
in response to the recent surge of interest in low-margin applications, such, as
very-smal]-apcrt urc terminals (V SAT), tools that can predict propagation effects in
low- and medium-margin links will be developed. These effects include
attenuation and scintillation.
Fade and nonfadc statistics are useful informatio]l in the design of Earth/space
links. Some information is available on this subject from previous studies, such as
Olympus [2, Vol. 1]. The ACTS propagation campaign will provide more data on
this issue, resulting in models that can predict fade- and ~~o~lfi~(lc-(luratio~~
statistics. The ACTS experimenters will also determine the fi~dc-duration
distribution as a function of signal attenuation. I’his distribution will enable
system designers to conveniently plan a suitable amount of fade margin for a
system.
The ability to scale propagation-relatecl statistics from one frcclucncy to another is
called frequency smling. For example, at tcnuation statistics arc scaled from 20 to
30 GHz,. A simple model was developed for 20- and 30-GHz frequencies as a
result of the Olympus experiment. This model depends on the ratio of the two
frequencies [4] and works adequately during a storm, but it (ioes not track the
beginning and the end of the storm very well. This campaign’s dual-frequency
measurements are well suited for frequency scaling work, It is expected that this
work will result in a frequency-scaling model that will accurately track an event
for the duration of a storm.
The ACTS propagation campaign includes a three-site diversity experiment. A
schematic depicting the geometry of the diversity experiment is given in Figure 6.
The sites arc located in Laurel and Clarksburg, Ml 1, and in Reston, VA. The
distance between the sites arc 33, 31, and 55 km, and the elevation angle to the
satellite is approximately 39°. The first site is equipped with a single-frequency
(20-GHz) receiver, the second site is equipped with a dual-frequency receiver,
and the third site, which is the ACTS propagation site in Rcsto~~, Virginia, is
equipped with an APT. The diversity experiment will produce joint probability
fade distributions, and these cjistributions will pc] tain to two-site. and three-site
combinations.
lJplink power control is a means of mitigating rail] attenuation. One of the ACTS
propagation experimenters —-Comsat Labs in Clarksburg, Ml 1--- completed an
up]ink power control experiment in early 1995.

Onc of the most important results of the ACTS p] opagation campaign is its
contribution to regulatory agcncics, particularly to the lntcr~~ationa]
Tclcconm~unicatio nUnion. Toaddrcss thcpropagatio nnccclso fthcsatcllite
communication community, ITLJ-R has made a rccornmcndation on slant-path
propagation. This rccommcndation, known as Rec. 618, contains methods and
models for predicting slant-path effects caused by the atmosl~hcrc. Rcc, 618
addresses a wide range of issues, including hydromctcor anti gaseous attenuation,
scintillation, antenna gain distortion, dust and sand storm effects, and more,
Rcfcrcncc [5] identifies some shortcomings of Rec. 618 and points out how
ACTS cxpcrimcnts can help to remedy several of these shortcomings, In general,
the ACTS campaign is expected to make contributions to Rec. 618 in the
following areas:
●

By measuring daily and monthly variations in gaseous attenuation, which
were not taken into account in Rec. 618.

●

By extending the range of the IT~J-R rain at[cnuation mode.] to pcrccntagc
values beyond 1 % of an average year, c,g., 5%.

●

By simplifying the ITU-R method for frequency scalinc and dctcrminiIlg the
short-term variations of attenuation ratios at two fmqucncics.

●

By providing the ITU-R data on fade duration and a method to predict fade
duration distribution.

●

By determining how fade rates are distributed, and their correlation to fade
(icpth, if any.

●

By providing a cloud attenuation model.

●

By improving the rather crude ITIJ-R rain c]ilnatc map of North America.

●

By providing mcasurerncnts from the ACTS Florida site to case the shortage
o~ ti.opical/s~btropical data,

Although every onc of the ACTS propagation expcrimcntcrs will contribute to
the objectives of the campaign, each expcrimcntcr will focus on certain areas of
spccia] interest, Tab]c 4 shows the sites with their associatcci areas of special
interest.
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Table 4. ACTS Expcrimcntel Focus Areas

University of

.—— —— .-. —

I~ocus Area

Principal
investigator

L“itc

c. Mayer

Alaska
University of
British Columbia

M. Kharadly

Colorado State

V. Bringi

Comsat (Maryland
& Virginia)
Georgia Tccb’
university of
South Floridaii
New Mexico Stale
lJnivcrsity’”

A. IIissanayke

University of
Oklahoma

R. Crane

●

Cliiiid-mcr

“-”-

Scintillation
● Fa7’FdiRZ
‘IGR-”-”
● Scintillation
effects
● Melting layer contribution to propagation
——. .
●
Raitae.cts
● Polarirnetric radar predictions
●
LJplink po~v==
● Wide-area
diversity
●
W~~ p-a=n>~c%
● W16fii
_GR%3nes
● Propagation models for subtropical regions
●
Correlative analys]fih TIIIN anc]llary data
● Scintillation
effects
● Multiple site analysis
● Riin rate a=n~fi; distribution models
● Correlative analysis with climatological data
● (k!nd:nsation
and snow on the antenna
●
Scmtlllation
●

lJniversity

1). }Ioward
~. HenJliJlg

S. Horan

‘This site dots not use an APT, and long-term statistics are not collected.

‘i]n partnership with Florida Atlantic. lJnivcrsity, H. Helmken, principal investigator.
‘i’In partnership with Stanford Tcleco]JI, L. lppolito, principal investigator .
Sample Results

This section provides some of the results of the ACTS }Jropacation campaign to
date. The purpose of this section is to present salnple results oJdy; it is not
intended to bc a comprehensive report on the cal npaign’s findings.
lJplink Power Control
Onc of the objectives of this campaign is to clevelop tools for the mitigation of
propagation-induced impairments. Onc such technique, open-loop uplink power
control, has been evaluated by Comsat Labs using ACTS [6].
Open-loop power control entails the estimation of the uplink fade at an Earth
station using a dowrdink signal and increasing the transmit power of the carrier {o
compensate for the uplink fade. Two kcy factors that detcrmi nc the effcctivcncss
of the open-loop power control are the detection of the comcct downlink signal
fade (or cnhanccmcnt) and the frequency translation of this value to the uplink
fl”cqucncy.
An experiment was conducted using the ACTS satellite to investigate the
limitations of the open-loop power control technique. The power control design
is based on controlling the power at an IF stage using a linearized PIN diode

attenuator. A power-controlled pilot carrier was transmitted from the NASA
ground station in Cleveland, OH, and rcccivcd at Comsat I.abs in CIarksburg,
MD. The power-control algorithm takes into account e.cltli~~l[lc~lt-i~~duccd errors
as well as those attributed to the propagation environment. ‘1’hc test period lasted
about six months during which a sufficient number of rain events were
encountered to evaluate the controller performance. It was founcl that under
most conditions the power control accuracy could be mainta.incd within
approximately t2.5 dB.
The accuracy of the control system is measured by comparins the observed
power of the 20-GHz pilot signal with the observed power of the 20-GH7, beacon
signal at the rcccivc end of the experiment, Comsat Labs, MD. The difference
bctwccn the two power values constitutes the control error (first a power ratio is
computccl and then it is converted to dI] ). Figure 7, providcc] by Comsat 1,abs,
shows the error statistics generated for the duration of the experiment. The
control error for several excccdancc probabi] i tics ranging from 1 Yo to 99% arc
plotted against the up]ink fade. The statistics shown pcr[ain to all rain events
observed at the Cleveland site. Note that atmospheric e.ffccts at the receive site,
Comsat, arc transparent to the experiment bccausc the rcccivcd pilot is compared
to the received beacon signal. These two signals arc of 20 G] lZ frequency with a
smal 1 frequency separation to allow interference-free detection of both signals.
Fade Statistics, Clarksburg, Maryland
Figure 8 shows the annual statistics of beacon attenuation at Clarksburg, MD, for
one year, from Nov. 1993 to Oct. 1994. These measurements were made using the
terminal provided by Comsat Labs. This figure also shows the lrJ’lJ-R predictions
based on surface rain rate measurements ---0.01% rain rate of 72 nln~/hr. It is
observed that the ITU-R model closely tracks the measured statistics of the rain
attenuation.
Figure 9 shows the same scenario as in Figure 8 except that I’J’lJ-R predictions are
based on the site’s rain climate zone K with 0.01% rain rate of 42 n~n~/h. Clearly,
the predictions are not close to the measured statistics. This observation
substantiates the earlier claim that the IRU-R rain climate map for north America is
not accurate.
APT and Radar Measurements, Fort Collins, Colorado
The Colorado site of the ACTS campaign, operated by Colorado State University
at Fort Collins, is equipped with an S-band radar known as CS[J CHILL radar.
This radar is capable of making attenuation predictions approximately on the
same path as the APT. Simultaneous measureme]lts made by the two systems
allow a comparison of the radar ancl APT measurm-nents.
Figure 10 shows the APT beacon ancl radiometer measurements, i.e., attenuation
with respect to free space (AFS), also known as total attenuation (rain and
atmosphere), of a storm on June 20, 1994. The top chart is fol- 20 GHz and the
bottom char{ is for 27.5 GH7.. Due to a deep fade, the 27.5 -GJIz signal was lost

(receiver 10SS of lock) for about 16 minutes. This signal was reacquired at 21:39
UTC. Note that radiometer estimates of signal attenuation arc reasonable up to 10
dB of attenuation. Beyond 10 dll of attenuation, radiometer estimates do not
match the rcccivcr output.
Figure 11 shows the instantaneous total attenuation for beacon and radar
measurements for the same day. Note that for the 27.5-GHz channel, there are no
beacon measurements above 25 dB of loss, whereas radar measurements exist for
well beyond this value.
Scintillation Measurements, Fairbanks, Alaska
The Alaska site of this campaign has the lowest path elevation angle among all
the sites, At an elevation angle of only 9(’, this site is subject to heavy
scintillation events at certain periods. Figure 12 shows the received beacon
power levels over a 1 -hour time period on a day with heavy scintillation activity,
August 16, 1994. Note the high level of scintillation with a peak-to-peak
variation of about 7 dB.
Figure 13 shows the empirical distribution functi[m (edf) of the standard
deviation of the observation in a minute over the 1-hour data at the two
measurement frequencies. The 27.5 -GHY, beacon distribution displays a higher
mean value of the standard deviation.
Worst Month Statistics, Norman, Oklahoms
The annual worst month for attenuation by rain is defined to bc the month within
a year that has the largest fraction of time during which the attenuation on a
propagation path exceeds some threshold of interest (larger time fraction of
excess) [7]. The worst month is not a specific calendar month but the month that
produces the most outage for a specified fade mal gin. The worst month in any
calendar year may vary from one month to another as the attenuation threshold is
changed. in climate regions with definite rainy sc.asons, the months that may be a
worst month arc usually confined to the rainy season. Figure 14 shows the dualfrcqucncy attenuation statistics for the worst month of 1994 at the Norman, OK,
site.
Attenuation Statistics and Frcqu

Scaling, Vallcouvcr, British Columbia

Figure 15 shows the cumulative attenuation statistics for January 1994. Both 20and 27.5-GHz statistics are shown. Also presented arc the lTIJ-R scaling model
results. The frequency scaling model predicts attenuation at one frequency by
using the attenuation at another frequency for the same probability level. The
ITU-R rain attenuation frequency scaling model [8] is given as

where
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~=

2

f

1 + lo-4.f2
–3 h- (z-)
0.5 (qjA])0”55
H = 1,12x1O
.

and A, and A2 arc the cquiprobablc values of rain attenuation.
Cruccs,
Attenuation Measurements and Model Comparison, Las——
. . New Mexico
Figures 16 a and b depict the annual total attenuation statistics for 20- an@ 27.5GHz frequencies, respectively, for 1994. Also shown arc two rain attenuation
prediction models of global and ITU-R. These models that pl<edict rain
attenuation (not total attenuation) are described in Rcfe.rencc 3. Gaseous
attenuation is added to the rain attenuation models to make the models
compatible with the measurements –mcasuremcn[s reflect total slant path
attenuation. For both frequencies, the IT- R model over predicts attenuation
whereas the global model under predicts attenuation. The site of these
measurements, Las Cruccs, is an arid region in the southwestern lJSA. This site is
located in zone M of the lTIJ-R rain climate map, see Figure 5.
Fade and Fade-hration Measurements, Tampa, I ‘Iorida
The Florida site of the ACTS propagation campaign is unique. in that it is the only
site with subtropical climate. Most of the existing Ka-band propagation data in
the world come from temperate regions, mainly from Europe, lJ.S., Canada, and
Japan. Therefore, data from the Florida site are very important for developing
models that arc also accurate in subtropical regions of the world. Deep fades are
expected to occur with a higher time percentage in subtroj>ical and tropical
climates than temperate zones.
Figures 17 a and b show the percentage of time a given level of attenuation is
exceeded for attenuation levels of 10, 20, 30, and 35 dB for the summer months of
June–September 1994. The 20 and 27.5 GHz results arc shown in Figures 17 a
and b, respectively. Note that the 10-dB fade level is cxcccded with a probability
of about 1.5% for the 27.5 GHz signal in July 1994.
Fade duration statistics are important link parameters in the design of a
communication system [9]. A good knowledge of the fade duration distribution
is important for the assessment of a satellite comlnunication system’s channel
dynamics: What is a typical link outage duration? How often do link outages
exceeding a given duration occur?
Figures 18 a and b show the average fade ciuration values for the summer months
of June-Scpten~ber 1994 for the same fade levels as in Fi.gurc 17, for 20 and 27.5
GHz signals, respectively. Average, or mean, fade duration is calculated by
dividing the total fade period by the total numbe] of fades for a given threshold,
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The plots shown in Figure 18 do not include very short (few sccxmds) deep fades.
Figure 18 should be viewed as a preliminary result; more elaborate statistics will
bc produced in the near future. Note that the average fade duration for the 27.5GH7, signal, with a fade threshold of 10 d]], is near 20 rninutcs.
Summary

This paper dcscribcd an experimental campaign for collcctinx Ka-band
propagation data using ACTS. The objective of the experiment is to characterize
satellite communication channc]s, and the campaign consists of tcn fixed sites and
a mobile ierminal. Only the measurements using the fixed sites were addressed in
this paper. Rcfcrcncc 10 dcscribcs the mobile cxj~crimcnt.
Seven of the tcn fixed sites use ACTS propagation terminals provided by NASA.
These terminals arc identical and share the same software for clata preprocessing.
The data collected by these siles are archived at the ACTS l)ata Center for
distribution to the user community.
The sites began collecting data in late 1993 and (iata analysis began in 1994.
Sample mcasurcmcnts, analyzed data, and preliminary results have been reported
in Figures 7–18. In the second half of 1995 and during 1996, many refined
statistics and results arc cxpectcd to bc developed and distributed by the ACTS
propagation campaign.
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1. Measured Power Spectral Density of the Downlink Beacon (20 GHz).
2. Radiation Patterns of ACTS Propagation Beacons (a: dmvnlink, b: uplink).,
?. . Block Diagram of the ACTS Propagation Terminal.
4. A View of the ACTS Propagation Terminal.
.5 . ACTS Propagation Measurement Sites Show~l on the ITU-R Rain C]imatc
Map.
6. Geometry of APL-Comsat-Mitre Diversity Links.
7. Distribution of Power Control Error
(a: 99%, b: 95%, c: 75%, d: 50%, c: 25%, f 5%, g: 1%).
8. Cumulative Distribution of 20- and 27.5-GHz Attenuation at Clarksburg, MD,
from Nov. 1993–October 1994; Measured 0.01 % rain rate: 72 mm/h.
9. Cumu]ativc Distribution of 20- and 27.5-GHz Attenuation at Clarksburg, MD,
from Nov. 1993-October 1994; lTU-R 0.01% rain rate: 42 mm/h (rain z&e K).
10. June 20, 1994, Rain Event at Fort Collins, CO; APT Mcasureci Attenuation
and Sky Noise Tcmpcraturc as a Function of ~’imc.
11. Comparison of Measured APT Attenuation and Attenuation Iistimates from
CSU-CHILL S-Band Radar Data for the June 20, 1994 Rain Event Shown in
Figure 1 O; Site: Fort Collins, CO.
12. Measured 27-GHz Beacon Power Level Over a One-Hour Time Period at
Fairbanks, AK; August 16, 1994.
13. Fmpirical Distribution Function of Scintillation Intensity Over the Same OncHour of Data as Figures 12 and 13.
14. Attenuation Statistics for the Worst Month of the Measurement Year 1994;
Site: Norman, OK.
15. Cumulative Distribution Functions Comparing 20- and 27.5-GHz Beacon
Attenuations with the ITIJ-R Frequency Scaling Model of Rain Attenuation;
January 1994; Site: Vancouver, BC.
16. Measured Annual Attenuation Statistics for the Measurement Year 1994 are
Compared to Global and lTU-R Rain Attenuation Prediction Models; the
Global Model is Represented by Its Mean and Upper and 1.owcr Bonds; Site:
l..as Cruces, NM; a: 20 GH7,, b: 27.5 Gllz.

17. Monthly Percentage of Time that Attcnuatio~) LCVCI is lkccdcd from Tampa,
Florida, Summer 1994: a) 20-GHz Fade Statistics; b) 27.5 -G}Iz Fade Statistics,
18. Mean Fade Duration for the Measurements of Figure 17. (Mean fade duration
is calcu]atecl by dividing the total fade. periocl by the total number of fades for
a given threshold, i.e., 10, 20, 30, and 35 dB)
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Figure 9
Cumulative Distribution of 20- Rnd 27.5 GHz Attenuation at
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Figure 1.2
Measured 27-GHz Beacon Power Level Over a One-Hour
Period at Fairbanks, AK; August 16, 1994.
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Emp Jrical Distribution Functjon of Scintillation
Intensity Over the Same One-}Iour of Data as Figure 12.
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June 20, 1994, Rain Event at Fort Collins, CO;
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as a Function of Time.
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Attenuation Statistics for the Worst Month on the
Measurement Year 1994; Site: Norman, OK.
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Mean Fade Duration for the Measurements of
Figure li’c
(Mean fade duration is calculated by
dividing the total fade period by the total number
of fades for a given threshold, i.e., 10, 20, 30, and
35 dB).

